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On The Numbers: 
Engine: Arch S&S T124 Twin Cam 124 CI 121.53HP 
Transmission/Drive: Arch Baker Drivetrain, 6 Speed RH Chain 
Frame: Billet Steel+Aluminium Swingarm: Modular Billet Aluminium 
Suspension: Front Ohlins Inv 43mm FA, Rear Race Tech Single Shock FA 
Wheels: BST Ultralight Carbon Fibre Front: 3”x19” Rear 8”x18” 
Tyres: Front 120/70ZR19 Rear 240/40R18 
Brakes Front: Dual ISR 6 Piston Monoblock Rear: Single ISR 4 Piston Monoblock 
Lighting: LED Headlight, MotoGadget Bar End Indicators, Arch Cove LED Tail,  
Brake Indicator unit. 
Battery: Compact Lithium Ion Power Cell Up to 700 CCA 
Instrumentation: Motogadget Motoscope Pro Digital Instrumentation & Programmable 
Geometry: Wheelbase: 68” Rake: 30º Trail: 5.0” Seat Height 27.8” 
Weight: Dry 538lbs Fuel Capacity: 5 US Gallons Range 185-210 Miles

When two men get together and talk bikes, I 
imagine usually over a cup of caffeine infused 
water at the nearest biker cafe, over a pint or two 
at the local pub or whilst chin pondering in 
someones garage…and typically after a bit of idle 
chit chat the conversation either ceases or moves 
on to something else. 

When a famous actor type and acclaimed bike 
builder type get together and talk bikes you might 
imagine there to be customer relationship and 
considered dialogue. Actor wants builder to build 
bike…builder builds bike, actor asks for mods, 
builder either says OK or No ‘Effin Way until the 
bike is built and the actor is happy to ride it away 
and everyone’s satisfied. 

When Keanu Reeves (Famous Actor Type) and 
Gard Hollinger (Acclaimed Bike Builder Type & 
Founder of LA County Choprods) get together to 
talk bikes…they not only talk bikes but end up 
designing a new bike, start a motorcycle company 
(ARCH Motorcycle Company) and go into limited 
production of the KRGT-1. Now I don’t know 
about you but that sounds like one hell of a 
conversation to me!

The design whispers with past & current design 
influences and this concept not only yields a 
fantastic looking bike that’ll turn heads but it also 
performs on the street and on the open road too. 
Is this the ‘EveryBike’, that holy grail of designs 
that satisfies all tastes and uses? Well maybe not 
but it’ll probably kick you in the balls if you ever 
tried to think of another bike…let alone look at 
another one. 

From afar you’ll note a ubiquitous V Twin motor 
& transmission with RH chain drive, 2 into 1 
exhaust and a styling that takes a pinch of cafe & 
roadster but then you’re invited to take a closer 
look and that’s when the excitement builds. 

‘Every detail is considered. The true test of this 
commitment occurs when you look in places 
normally reserved for mechanics’ 

From billet steel & aluminium combined chassis 
to developing, with design partners at S&S, a 124 
cubic inch (2032cc) monster engine with 
innovative Arch downdraft induction system 
which slims the profile that plagues other V Twin 
offerings.
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To developing a new and 
compact drivetrain with Baker 
Drivetrain and utilising 
Ohlins inverted 43mm fully 
adjustable for front and Race 
Tech single shock for the rear 
suspension…this is a bike that 
wants to pull like a train and 
slink its way through bends 
with ease. 

The KRGT-1 has all the 
attention to detail that you 
would expect from a custom 
build but it goes one step 
further…as every component 
has been designed, redesigned, 
developed and placed into 
production to make this, 
ordinarily one of a kind bike,
now available to multiple customers, that can be adjusted and tailored to a customer’s 
requirements…granted the affluent and discerning type who can afford  
a $78,000 price tag but the old adage ‘you get what you pay for’ here and  
with the confidence that this bike will run & run  
and not leave you stranded by the side of the road. 

Wherever you end up with this bike, you’ll  
no doubt attract attention and admirers  
from many tastes of the biking world as  
this is not only engineering excellence  
but an artistic masterpiece and just like  
any renaissance works, it’ll just want to be  
stared at all day long but also  
yearned to be ridden all day long too. 

Messrs. Reeves & Hollinger have joined 
forces & combined artistic flare with 
engineering prowess and produced a bike 
that nods heavily to the past with a reach 
for modern technology, resulting in an ubër 
cool ride.  

We salute you gentlemen! 

Photos courtesy of Arch Motorcycle 
Company 

www.archmotorcycle.com
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American Cousins

So, here’s an idea…Stick a pole 
on the back of a custom bagger  
and get a pole dancer to…errr… 
perform… and build a successful  
business out of a great concept. 

That’s exactly what Johnny Lange of Strip 
Club Choppers did almost ten years and 
has not looked back since. 

On the face of it you might wonder if this 
was just a gimmick, but the reality is they 
make great custom parts and can build 
killer baggers & choppers… all behind  
a massive merchandise business.
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Although the focus of the business was never about building 
motorcycles but more about branding and merchandising and 
proving that super hot girls and bikes make a winning 
combination and the old adage that sex sells…even in trying 
times. 
Johnny explains… “Although I do design and build all the 
scooters, the bikes are used as promotional tools” 

Run from a thriving web based company selling products, 
clothing etc all branded with their trademarked Pole Girl,  
which accounts for the major part of the business, but they 
commonly take the show on the road to bike events such as 
Sturgis & Daytona. 

Johnny continues…”I also have implemented a state/province 
franchise system where individuals attend rallies as Strip Club 
Choppers of their state, e.g. STRIP CLUB CHOPPER OF 
FLORIDA….and we are in the process of  
expanding worldwide.” 

There’s much to admire about this business…and I’m not just 
talking about the bikes, girls and poles. There is unquestionable 
talent and a clear business strategy…but here is a beaming light 
that demonstrates that anyone with a vision has the ability to 
create and sustain something, build a brand  and offer  
a range of products that a biking audience will want. 

This is a great quality of our American cousins who 
can embrace such an idea and let it flourish, where possibly 
in Europe it would not…however that is not stopping Johnny 
from trying to expand the brand into the UK & Europe and we 
wish him well too. 

www.stripclubchoppers.com  

All photos kindly supplied by SCC


